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Nina Chomsky
Pasadena, CA

 
Re:  Planning Commission Meeting 1/12/2022; Agenda Item 5. Historic Preservation Ordinance
Amendments
 

Chair Olivas and Commissioners,

 

These are my personal views and comments, and they begin with an overarching observation:  there
could not be a worse time for the City to pull back from identifying Eligible Landmark single-family
Districts and from assisting in their transition to Listed Districts.

 

There are few ways out of the public policy carnage of SB 9.  Single-family Listed Landmark Districts are
the primary way out.  SB 9 developers are beginning to contact the City.  We need to save all we can of
Eligible Landmark Districts before the destruction begins.  SB 9 and the City's Interim Urgency Ordinance
provide no protection for Eligible resources of any kind, including Eligible Landmark Districts.

 

Instead, the proposal before you is to send the single-family Landmark District process back to the “grass
roots”, thus getting around objections from owners and speculative developers as well as appeals of staff
decisions; and getting around a staffing crisis of sorts as the Design and Historic Preservation part of
Planning is down to three staff members after the departure of Leon White and Amanda Landry; and,
depending almost entirely on a vanishing resource – the committed neighborhood leader with adequate
time and resources to turn Eligible Districts into Listed ones.  Note:  staffing and budget issues were
specifically called out at the recent discussion of these Ordinance proposals at the Historic Preservation
Commission.  And everything that needs to happen and get done to save Pasadena’s Eligible Landmark
Districts cannot be done by a staff of three in addition to regular work requirements.

 

City leadership currently likes to identify the Rose Bowl as the “center of the Universe.”  Personally, I
identify Pasadena’s Historic Resources, particularly its single-family irreplaceable Eligible and Listed
Landmark Districts, as the “center of the Universe”, at least my Universe and that of thousands of
Pasadena residents committed to Historic Preservation through Pasadena Heritage and otherwise  So,
what to do?  I would suggest rejecting this proposed “sending Landmark Districts back to the grass roots”
solution, and, instead, re-evaluating and re-thinking the problem and possible solutions.

 

First, what exactly is the “problem”?  Apparently, most of the upset arises out of the two recently identified
Eligible Landmark Districts.  Who are the unhappy “owners”?  Family owners who would benefit from
understanding the unique benefits of owning an historic property? Speculative developers, including the
ever increasing number of corporate speculative investors buying single-family homes in California for the
market rate rental market?  As to one of the newly identified Districts, apparently CalTech owns property



there and is very unhappy – we can guess what it might be “planning” for the impacted area.  Is the
“problem” an administrative one, a lack of resident knowledge, development market forces and pressures,
or all of these?

 

Second, what are some solutions?  It seems obvious that this is the time to: (1) expand staffing and
community efforts to identify Eligible Districts throughout the City with Surveys, Maps and related
methodologies; (2) seek the advice and help of appropriate consultants; (3) provide significant
educational direction and inspiration to both residents throughout the City concerning Pasadena’s unique
single-family neighborhood Historic Resources including Eligible ones, and their relationship to SB 9, as
well as to Real Estate professionals who, more often than not, have no knowledge of or interest in
Historic Status issues and do not provide adequate Disclosures to buyers; and, (4) seek adequate City
budgeting and other funding to accomplish these goals from current budgeting and the budget for the
City’s next Fiscal Year.  Are there community resources and partnerships that can be harnessed, from
Pasadena Heritage to neighborhood associations?  Also, we need to revisit exactly how staff imagined
administering the new Ordinance in the context of Eligible Landmark Districts.  What were the
administrative plans?  Will improved staffing and budgets meet original administrative expectations?

 

Thank you for considering my comments and concerns as to Eligible Landmark Districts.

 

Sincerely,

 

Nina Chomsky  

 

 

 




